BRUGES VIRTUAL O QUESTION SHEET
Use Street View in Google Maps or Google Earth, together with the map, to navigate round
the course, answering the questions at each control.
The map is a copy of the competition map from an event in 2015.
All the questions can be answered from Street View. You do not have to use the photo
sphere blue circles.
If you find that you cannot move forwards in Street View, you can get round by exiting
Street View to get into satellite view, then going straight back into Street View.
To magnify the picture to read something
in Google Maps, use the mouse wheel or the + icon under the compass in the
bottom right corner of the picture
in Google Earth, use the slider on the right-hand side of the picture.
The start is located in Markt, Bruges
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Question
Number of lights on the lamp post near the start
Number of steps leading down to canal (best seen from the bridge to the south)
Nothing suitable
What is the name of the Dagverzorgingcentrum (grey sign on wall) D_ _ E_ _ _ _
Number of steps going up to the bridge from the control.
Nothing suitable
Number of trees in the courtyard
Nothing suitable
Colour of the plant boxes outside the Crowne Plaza Hotel to the east of the control
Number of lights on each lamp post
Nothing suitable
Name of the Chinese restaurant South of control D_ L_ _ _ _ M _ _ _
Nothing suitable
Colour of paint on the shutters in the building
Control 14 is not accessible on Street View if you continue NE from control 13 via
the shortest route. Go the other way!
What is written above the swan in the statue? S _ _ _ 1 _ _ _
The statue is of ………
Colour of the garage doors
Name of the café to the SW of the control L_ C_ _ _ _ _
How many steps?

